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This book is part of a four book series that can be purchased together as a complete ebook set.Are

you feeling called to adoption? Guess what! You can adopt, but you may have to wait for a very long

time if you don't have a good adoption profile.ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s clichÃƒÂ© to say it, but you never get a

second chance to make a first impression. ClichÃƒÂ©s are clichÃƒÂ© because theyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re

true. When a potential birth parent is browsing through profiles, being able to create an ideal first

impression is essential for hopeful adoptive parents. You need to know how to select the perfect

picture. You need to know what to say, and what not to say in your "dear birthmother letter."An ideal

profile can help catch the eye of potential birth parents by more effectively showing how their homes

work, look, and feel. Because few (if any) adoption agencies use the Ã¢â‚¬Å“first come, first

servedÃ¢â‚¬Â• method anymore, some couples are chosen very quicklyÃ¢â‚¬â€• but others, who

might not have the right tools, wait for years. If youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re hoping to adopt, there are things you

can do to greatly increase the odds that you will be one of the couples whose wait is a short one.

Not all adoption agencies are the same. Different agencies will have different methods for creating

your profile. Some use scrapbooks, others do everything online. Still, others will use a combination

of various resources. Some agencies want one profile letter, some want two (one from each of the

hopeful adoptive parents). Some ask for the letter to be written in first person, while others prefer

third person, and some prefer a combination of the two. Confusing? Yes. HereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s the point:

the basic principles will be the same, no matter the style.
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Creating your adoption profile can be a daunting task. This short overview describes what to do and

not to do. This book is more geared towards a birth mother letter rather than a profile book. It's a

quick read to help start thinking about the process and easy clear steps to follow.

This was a very helpful short book that gives guidelines about what to include in a birth mother

letter. It went through each part and how you should address it.

This was a terrific, short, targeted read on adoption profiles. I've already read a couple, and I like

this best of all of them. It was straight forward and practical. Thanks for some terrific ideas!

This book was not what I was expecting at all.

This did not have any real information in it. Very short as another reviewer said. Disappointed.

Although the information was helpful, this was closer in length to an article than a book. Other books

on the subject provide more information.

This book doesn't take long to read, and is jammed packed with helpful information for building an

adoption profile. After reading it, I gave my blog a makeover and only a couple weeks after making

changes, I saw a significant increase in how often our profile was being viewed. We were chosen by

a birthmother who told us that her attention was drawn to us because of one of the pieces of advice

we took from the book! Thank you!
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